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The Austrian Trixy Aviation presented its newest product at AERO 2012: TRIXY Zero, a 

completely open air gyrocopter powered by a BMW motorcycle engine. The innovative 

gyro-concept proved to be a hit in the Ultra-Light scene. The picture above shows the 

German gyrocopter test pilot and journalist Toni Ganzmann with the Hungarian press 

photographer Ildiko Voros riding Zero. 

 
 

    April 18th 2012, Friedrichshafen / Germany: The 20th issue of 

the aeronautical air show AERO opened its doors at 9 am. There 

are plenty of aviation novelties to be discovered this year, as 

usual: Modern technology and amazing ideas, like the aircraft 

exhibited in Hall B1 on booth No. 111, which didn’t only attract 

the attention of pilots: A motorcycle like vehicle that could have 

just come out of Harley Davidson’s design studio. The only 

difference is that this bike flies. And it is the young Austrian 

company Trixy Aviation (www.trixyaviation.com), which was the 

debutant at the AERO last year and is now presenting its second 

innovation to the public. The first was a revolutionary convertible 

gyrocopter and is now the sports alternative. 

    TRIXY Zero is her name: An open air gyrocopter with 

motorcycle saddles in tandem configuration, T-bar steering that 

looks like a motorcycle and is powered by a motorcycle engine. 

The engine is the well-known 2 cylinder, 115 HP BMW engine 

http://www.trixyaviation.com/


and is equipped with a gear box by the German company Take-

Off. Many reliable components from the first innovation (G 4-2 

R), such as the rotor system, the tail and the cockpit from 

Kanardia, are also used in Trixy Zero. The concept of Zero also 

scores in terms of weight. The empty Trixy Rider brings 210 kg 

on the scales, leaving enough weight available for fuel in the 70 l 

tank. Not only the 240 kg payload is delightful, but also the 

exquisite flying fun. Light weight + fuel injected 115 HP = high 

performance. 

   The intention of the inventor was not only to create something 

special, but also to offer a lower budget open air gyrocopter. “We 

wanted to offer an intermediate high quality gyrocopter for € 

35,000, which may also appeal to new crowds such as bikers. It is 

exciting to explore new markets and this is a new attempt to head 

in a different direction”, says Trixy’s boss. And we know better: 

Once Rainer Farrag starts developing a new idea; we would not 

just expect a standard product in the market. This is a fact that he 

has already proven with his convertible gyrocopter Trixy G 4-2 R, 

which earned the German type certificate in January 2012.  Zero 

is also a step forward towards his idea of “the flying motorbike”; a 

multipurpose vehicle with a docking system to couple a street 

motorbike with an aircraft. The concept´s patent application 

reveals that the system would not only allow for docking a 

rotorcraft but also for docking into fixed wing aircrafts. It looks 

like we will not have to wait long to see this new concept taking 

off. This is expected to happen in 2012 and we trust the Trixy-

Team can do it. After all, this team successfully brought a new 

gyrocopter to the market in the record time of 16 months from 

design to type certificate. 

     The comments of the AERO crowd say it all. We heard a 

retired Swissair captain and an experienced UL-pilot looking at 

the new Trixy Zero and saying “it is really unbelievable what 

Trixy has achieved in such a short time.” An experienced 

Hungarian pilot writes in big letters on his Facebook page “I 

want one of these!!!!!!!”  And the praise of a German 

gyrocopter pilot in the first hour: “finally a very new 

gyrocopter, this is really amazing”…  

 

 
 



    The next official public appearance of Trixy Aviation is at 

AIR MAGDEBURG (June 29
th

 through July 1
st 

2012). There we 

will see both Trixy G 4-2 R and Trixy Zero flying along with a 

new surprise presented by Trixy Aviation. 
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Trixy´s chief engineer, Rainer Farrag presents his new gyrocopter Trixy Zero to the visitors 

of AERO. He is in the picture with Trixy´s copilot for brochure exposures Bettina Steller 

from Hungary. 
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